
CHRISTOPHE MIGNON NATURE 80

this guy is such a meunier smarty-pants, it’s a gift to drink
his wines, especially this barrel aged one 

HURE FRÈRES INSTANTANÉE 100

a pretty trio of chardonnay, pinot meunier & pinot noir

ELISE DESCHANNES ‘ESSENTIELLE” 2020 92

all biodynamic pinot noir, and unapologetically delicious

FRESNE-DUCRET 1ER CRU
EXPLORATEURS

60

rich brioche notes on this shockingly affordable 1er cru 

 BOURDAIRE GALLOIS BRUT NON DOSE 95

classic blanc de blancs impeccably dry

JOSÉ MICHEL CLOS ST JEAN 2013 85

reminds me of tartine's rocher of almond & meringue 

GIMMONET 2015 SPECIAL CLUB’ 90

if i said there was a hint of mushroom, would it turn you
way from this masterpiece? 

BONNET-PONSON PERPETUELLEMENT 78

a true expression of the terroir, fruit so delicate it feels more
herbal and floral 

FLAVIN NOWACK SANS ANNÉE 78

hipster but exceptional biodynamic non vintage 
PIERRE PAILLARD ‘TERRES ROSES’
EXTRA BRUT ROSÉ

105

grand cru bouzy vineyards, clean, elegant and pretty

ST.  CHARMANT ROSÉ 115

 a little, you guessed it, pinot meunier makes this rosé
interesting and special

THIERRY TRIOLET ROSÉ 65

from the cote de sezanne, a blend of chardonnay & a
couple of  pinots: noir & meunier

DELAMOTTE BRUT BDB 135

classic house, classic blanc de blancs, pretty and clean

BILLECART SALMON BRUT ROSÉ 150

quintessential, gorgeous and pretty. it’s iconic for a
reason

BOURDAIRE GALLOIS BRUT ROSÉ 80

dark berry color, but pretty elegant fruit

DELAMOTTE 2015 ROSÉ 140

the big house does pink bubbles pretty darn well

Bubbles

Rosé Bubbles

PERCEVAL FARGE ‘CUVÉE DES PINOTS’ 78

a little bit of malo rounds out this pinot blend just so

RAVENTOS I  BLANC 33

blanc de blancs from native varietals made exceptionally
delicious by this very cool family

DOMAINE PETIT COTEAU VOUVRAY
 

32

if chenin blanc isn't what you want to drink in the morning,
you should probably go back to bed 

PATRICE COLIN PERLES GRISES 
 

32

pineau d'aunis is unusual all by itself and even more unique
as a bubble, so this is exceptionally cool and not to be missed 

BONNET-PONSON PETIT MELANGE 145

all biodynamic pinot noir, and unapologetically delicious

MELLEN MEYER BRUT NV
 

50

more people in the willamette valley shold make bubbly,
especially if it can be this delicious 

DUMONT 2012 MILLÉSIME 100

we love a vintage showing with clear expression of time &
place, and a  favorite place: champagne

ERIC RODEZ ROSÉ  110

i don't play favorites, by this guy and his wines...CAZE THIBAUT NATURELLEMENT 85

100 percent meunier from the sweetest little village





AGRAPART & FILS 7 CRUS 120

i always feel lucky to grab these bubbles, linear beauties 

HUBERT SOREAU 'CLOS DE L 'ABBE
BRUT NATURE 

155

electric kool-aid acidity wrapped in rich texture & velvet

BONNET PONSON PETIT MELANGE' 145

from all 7 grapes of champagne, cool & citrusy but the notes
of oyster make the pairing obvious 

ELISE DECHANNES COEUR DE NOIRS 145

love the ladies of champagne-
so this heart of pinot noir has my heart too 

PIERRE GIMONNET 2015 SPECIAL CLUB
OGER GRAND CRU

120

pretty special juice from this grand cru site; not to be missed

VILMART & CIE 2017
GRAND CELLIER D’OR 

160

laurent champs (born to make champers:) is a blending pro 

Cellar Gems 

JOSE MICHEL HOMMAGE
VIEUX MILLESIMES 

120

in honor of his grandfather, some vintages in this non vintage  
blend are older than your grandpa, too 

BUBBLES WHITES

MORGAN LONG 2021 X OMNI
CHARDONNAY

140

seth is quite the master at linear chardonnay with depth, snag
it while you can 

MARIE COURTIN ‘LE BLANC DE TREMBLE’  110

 chardonnay from the champagne hills? I’m in.

NICOLAS MAILLART ‘CHAILLOTS’ 2014 140

pretty elegant blanc de blancs with an austere note we just
love

PIERRE PAILLARD ‘MOTELETTES’2017 160

rare chardonnay vineyard on the montagne de reims, paillards
planted it in the 60s and it’s positively stellar grand cru

PAOLO BEA CHIARA BIANCO 2017 65

again, we love a natural approach with postive results 

CLOS ELECTRIQUE BLANC 2019 105

unfined, unfiltered & indigenous yeast make this what some
might call 'natty' but we love that it's non-faulty naturally 

DOMINIQUE LAFON MEURSAULT 2020 210

classic meursault notes of hazelnut, acacia & stonefruit
- see why she loves oregon? 

MARC COLIN ST AUBIN 1ER CRU
LES COMTES

100

terroir mineralogy at its finest-a beautiful depth & aroma

EYRIE 1997 CHARDONNAY 245

such amazing vintage juice from oregon's premier winery

WALTER SCOTT X NOVO 2021
CHARDONNAY

120

this makes me proud to be an oregonian transplant-this is
chardonnay at its finest

FEVRE 2021 FOURCHAUME 1ER CRU 100

among the finest of cru chablis 

DIDIER DAGENEAU 2019 BLANC ETC 150

like father, like son-following in some pretty big shoes, he’s
doing a great job honoring this incredible site 



LA GERLA 'GLI  ANGELI '  2016
BRUNELLO DI MONTELCINO RISERVA 

145

so aromatic, with all the right notes of cherry & leather 

ARTERBERRY MARESH 2011  DUNDEE
PINOT NOIR

140

jim is everyhting we love about winemakers: nerdy, eccentric
and borderline genius

Cellar Gems 

CHATEAU MONTUS MADIRAN
PRESTIGE 1999

140

madiran would not be the first grape i think of for elegance
and power, but this is stunning 

CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL2019 400

oooowee is this special-while it would be happy with another
10 years, it’s pretty gorgoues now 

BROADLEY 2011  PINOT NOIR
CLAUDIA’S CHOICE

105

one of my favoirte vintages for it’s delicate nature and
claudia’s is always a surefire winner

PRETTY REDS LUSCIOUS REDS

CAVALOTTO 2016 BAROLO
RISERVA VIGNOLO

120

once described to me as the greatest barolo producer you've
never heard of, I'm so glad they're on my radar.

MATTHIASON 2019 CABERNET 120

 i love their farming practices, and it's always nice to support
a fellow jbf semifinalist/nominee :)

LOPEZ DE HEREDIA TONDONIA 2007 160

riserva bottling from the queens of rioja-a feminine touch
really shows it's power here 

CAPITAINE GAGNEROT 2O18
VOSNE ROMANEE

120

pretty powerful for burgundy, vosne has a distinctive
meatiness to its pinot noir that we can chew on 

WALTER SCOTT 'FREEDOM HILL’
2021 PINOT NOIR 

110

one of oregon’s most iconic vineyards in the hands of this very
talented team

CONFURON-COTETIDOT 2019
CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY

140

rich & fragrant with a subtle power behind its delicate
features

WALTER SCOTT 'SOJEAU'  2021
PINOT NOIR 

110

ken & erica are so good at what they do, 
grateful they chose to do it here in the cola amity hills 

BAUDANA 2017 BAUDANA 100

nebbiolo has that incredible balance of elegance and power

CHATEAU PHELAN SEGUR 2019 100

the balanced nuance of merlot and cabernet from this classic
producer is not to be missed. 

ALAIN GRAILLOT 2016 ‘LA GUIRAUDE’ 115

he really brought crozes- hermitage to prominence, this is a
wonderful study in syrah

255ALION 2016 RIBERA DEL DUERO

vega sicilia’s second project with drinkability, elegance, and
power



OLGA RAFFAULT CHINON ROSÉ 26

every year, always good, bright acidity

CHATEAU DE SELVE L’AUDACIEUSE 48

power and intrigue bottled in a pink wine. it’s soooo good

COMTESSE MARION CINSAULT ROSÉ 25

cinsault always delivers great rose profiles, this is no
different

CHATEAU D'OUPIA MINERVOIS 30

making this classic carignan, cinsault blend since the 13th
century-seriously. yes please 

FAZI BATTGLIA ROSATO 32

notes of acacia pomegranate and cherry-che delizioso 

Pinkish Hues

SULAUZE POMPONETTE 28

an annual favorite, a little rolle brings racy acidity to this
aix-en-provence classic 

DEZAT ROSÉ OF SANCERRE 40

i think this is some of the prettiest fruit in sancerre, and the
delicate touch is pretty phenom

DOMINIQUE PIRON 50

one of the coolest beaujolais producers around. huge fan

JOHAN PINOT GRIS ‘DRUESKALL’  48

doing orange wine since before it was hip & trendy

AMETZOI RUBENTIS 35

the original txakolina, crisp with just a teensy spritz 
BETHEL HEIGHTS PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 35

ben casteel makes lovely willamette valley pink 

REDOLENT ROSE OF NEBBIOLO 35

walla walla making delicate pretty rose? who knew

MINUTY 'M' 30

cinsault with a dash of tibouren so very yum.



VICARI VERDICCHIO DEL CASTELLO
DI JESI  

26

no reason not to love this classic from the marche 

L'AIGLE À  DEUX TÊTES EN GRIFFEZ 50

slightly oxidative chardonnay with zero manipulation

MARC COLIN ALIGOTÉ 2019 36

burgundy’s “other” grape, aligoté, simply fabulous

GIBOULET SAVIGNY-LÈS-BEAUNE 2021 60

teensy tiny bit of oak showing is so pretty on this chardonnay 

VOCORET 1ER CRU VV 2017 64

 i don’t mean to be redundant with white burgundy it’s just
what i want to drink

Whites

ANTIQUUM FARM ‘DAISY’  PINOT GRIS 42

one of our favorite farmers of all time (and his daughter
daisy), bright & pretty

WALTER SCOTT FREEDOM HILL  2021
CHARDONNAY 

95

eola-amity is lucky to have this guy touch the grapes it grows 

FORADORI FONTANSANTA 2018
MANZONI BIANCO

55

a favorite northern italian winemakers, crisp yet rich
somehow

PATRICK PIUZÉ CHABLIS 
1ER CRU LES BUTTEAUX

95

frenchmen letting a canadian make white burgundy says
something about how great his wines are

LEMAN ‘UN MATIN FACE AU LAC’
2020

80

here me out: swiss chasselas that is positively gorgeous.
never thought i’d say that.

LINGUA FRANCA ‘SISTERS’
CHARDONNAY

85

the most elegant & refined showing from this hive mind of
wine celebs 

NIKOLAIHOF GRUNER VELTLINER 
FEDERSPIEL

45

might be the oldest documented vineyard, so much depth

MONTUS PACHERENC DU VIC BILH 64

one of the oldest appellations making amazing
 little corbu &manseng blends, who knew.. 

DAY WINES BELLE PENTE2019 CHARD 60

brian's grapes in brianna's hands are quite delish, just sayin'

GUY AMIOT & FILS 2019
 'LES BOUILLOTTES'

55

crisp, yet a little rich thanks to some oak aging,
this is a remarkably delicious aligoté

H BOURGEOIS 2019 D'ANTAN 68

one of the best from sancerre, flinty terroir-driven sauvignon
blanc-sounds cliche but it's so true and so delicious 

VIOLIN 'SOJEAU'  CHARDONNAY 85

we get pretty excited around here to show off
what oregon can do with chardonnay-thanks will 

LEROUX 2019 SAINT ROMAIN 
'SOUS LE CHATEAU'  

70

it's practically royal chardonnay-from where the castle
used to stand. j'adore 

ABBAZIA DI  NOVACELLA 2021 KERNER 45

northern italian white with a little germanic influence. love 



BOUARD 2020 LE ‘LION FLEUR’ ' 45

delicious pomerol merlot with a LION on the label?
how could i possibly say no? 

BRUNELY GIGONDAS 2019 'TRESOR' ' 32

they named this one right, it's an absolute treasure
for the price-excellent qualité prix comme on dit 

28CANTINA DEL PINO 2019 BARBERA D'ASTI  

renato vacca's last vintage-a genius touch to this easy
drinking barbera 

BURLOTTO 2021 DOLCETTO D’ALBA 30

classic, juicy and just perfect

CLOS CIBONNE TRADITION  2021 66

indigenous tibouren varietal, yummy & meaty like
mourvèdre

SEPT LUNES 2017 ST JOSEPH 45

biodynamically farmed dark fruit with pretty finishing notes
of pink peppercorns

ALAIN GRAILLOT 2018 CROZES 75

the standard bearer for crazes-hermitage, we will indeed
follow him through all of his vines 

DANJOU-BANESSEY 2019 LA TRUFFIÈRE 60

incredible roussillon blend of grenache and carignan, delicate
and  nuanced like a gorgeous burgundy-almost 

Reds

FELSINA BERARDENGA 2018 RISERVA  50

this classic chianti is an easy pick, all the beauty and
structure of sangiovese without overpowering tannins-just
right

56
DUCHENE 2020 ODIN ROUGE

languedoc carignan and syrah made and aged  in amphorae  
LE CINCIOLE 2018 PETROSCO 85

biodynamic single vineyard sangiovese-juicy!

CANTINA DEL PINO 2017 BARBARESCO 65

i just love the cleanliness of this wine-all the elegance and
femininity of barbaresco-rip renato 

LOPEZ DE HEREDIA BOSCONIA 2010 65

great bottling from the queens of rioja-a feminine touch
really shows it's power here 

OCCHIPINTI  2020 SICCAGNO 70

lovely arianna shows her love of sicily in this very
concentrated and focused nero d’avola 

CASANOVA DI NERI  
ROSSO DI MONTALCINO 2019

70

baby brunello from this classic tuscan estate 

LA GRACE DIEU 2015 'LES MENUTS' 70

dark dense blackberry fruit from st.emilion, again,
such a steal for the price 



HEIMANN & FIAI  KADARKA 2020 35

bringing hungary's indigenous grapes back from communist
extension-these are special

CASTELLO DI VERDUNO BASADONE 2019 48

indigenous varietal of piedmont in very limited plantings-
pelaverga is so cool & elegant

DOMAINE CABASSE SABLET 'LES ANGES' 32

two angels of grenache & syrah with a soupçon of carignan 

DOMAINE FAILLENC SAINTE MARIE
CORBIÈRES 2019

33

SGC is the new GSM and this ancient variety of cinsault
adds perfume to this languedoc gem

CAPITAINE GAGNEROT 2020
BOURGOGNE

48

elegant, put a smile on your face sippably delicious pinot

LIMITED ADDITION 'TROUSSEAU'  2021 66

just as quirky & expressive as chad & bree are. love both

BRICKHOUSE 2021 DIJONNAIS
PINOT NOIR

90

 still trying to get doug to adopt me.
please tell him if you love this like i do

CROWLEY 2021 ENTRE NOUS
PINOT NOIR

70

proud member of the DRC means minimal interventon for
this mcminnville coastal range pinot

BROADLEY ESTATE 2021 PINOT NOIR 30

local favorites and such nice people it's real hard to not enjoy
every sip of this quaffable monroe juice 

Reds

CAMUS BROCHON 2020 SAVINGY 65

cuvee reine joly is an incredible value for a stellar assemblage

of hilltop pinot noir beaune sites 

VIOLIN 2021 ‘JUSTICE’  PINOT NOIR 90

our friend will does justice (can’t help it) to this pretty eola
amity fruit

BELLE PENTE 2017 ESTATE RESERVE
PINOT NOIR

80

original yamhill carlton plantings (35 yr old vines) bring
depth and elegance to this stunner

ANTIQUUM FARM 2021 PASSIFLORA 
PINOT NOIR 

90

everything they do on their incredible farm is remarkable and
beautifully symbiotic 

PRAY TELL 2021 WV PINOT NOIR 66

east coast native, but he's definitely getting comfortable in
the valley-farming well & making good juice 

OCCHIPINTI  2020 FRAPPATO 65

don't tell my wife i lust after this sicilian goddess
(and also her wines) 

GIBOULOT SAVIGNY LES BEAUNE 50

incredible bang for your buck from the mecca of pinot noir 


